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Abstract: 
The ready-made clothing industry is one of the important industries in many countries of the world, and it has witnessed 

great developments using all technical methods, and one of the stages that used this is the stage of preparing models of all 

kinds, which is one of the basics of the clothing industry, which is good control of measurements, especially inside 

factories, so Egyptian clothing factories rely on tables. Measurements appropriate to the nature of Egyptian objects. The 

research paper aims to introduce the SITAM method and ways to apply it to Egyptian objects. The method was analyzed 

and experiments were conducted using the SITAM method on research samples in order to measure the ability of this 

method to be applied inside Egypt. However, many defects appeared during application. This approach was processed, 

modified, and developed to suit Egyptian bodies. Experiments were conducted after making the required modifications, 

and in comparison, the statistical results and answers to the research hypotheses showed the suitability of the approach to 

Egyptian bodies after making the required modifications. 

Statement of the Problem:  Despite the multiplicity of ready-made clothing factories in Egypt and the high rate of sales 

and exports of Egyptian clothing, a fixed table of measurements has not been created for Egyptian bodies, especially for 

casual clothing suitable for women’s daily life. On the other hand, there are many schools, universities and private 

academies for teaching Implementing a complete piece of clothing, but illiterate women who did not know anything about 

the numbers and multiple mathematical equations that are constantly present when implementing the engineering model 

were not looked at. Given this, it has become an urgent necessity to pay attention to these elements and present 

sophisticated and accurate creative ideas that have the measurements of Egyptian bodies. For women, the implementation 

method is simple and suitable for illiterate women. 

The research problem is summarized in the following questions: 1.How suitable is the SITAM methodology for 

Egyptian bodies to draw the industrial engineering model? 2. To what extent is it possible to reduce the design time of the 

industrial engineering model in ready-made garment factories using the SITAM methodology? 3. To what extent is it 

possible for non-specialized people to use the SITAM approach to draw the industrial engineering model? 

Objectives Research: 1.Using the SITAM methodology helps facilitate the preparation of the industrial flat geometric 

model. 2.Benefiting from the SITAM methodology in reducing the time of preparing and designing the flat geometric 

model in ready-made clothing factories for ease of application. 3. Developing the SITAM methodology for drawing the 

engineering model to suit Egyptian measurements and objects. 

Significance Research: The importance of the research is due to  :- Disclosing the SITAM method for drawing the 

engineering model and ways to benefit from it in the manufacture of ready-made clothing. Raising the level of knowledge 

and skill of how to draw an engineering model using simple scientific methods. Preparing the flat geometric model in the 

shortest time for ready-made clothing factories. 
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